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Motivation

Present a (slightly non-standard) point of view on the principles of 
quantum theory, trying to see if it makes sense to separate

•Causality (hence Time)
•Reversibility (hence Time Symmetry)
•Locality & separability (hence Space, but lost or modified in QG)

Original motivations:
• Teaching QM
• Understanding relation between different approaches: Algebraic 

Q[F]T, Quantum «Logic», Quantum Information, ...
• A few results: maybe useful also for quantum gravity?
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Algebraic Quantum Formalism 
Standard formulation:

Observables (operators): elements of a complex C*-algebra             , 
i.e.
1. addition law (non trivial) 
2. associative product
3. involution 
4. closed *-norm
5. physical observables

States: fully characterised by the expectation value of observables,
hence states are positive linear forms on 

Pure states are extremal elements of the convex set of states 

GNS construction:                     operator algebra over some Hilbert 
space 

a 2 AC

c = �a+ µb

(�a)⇤ = �̄a⇤(ab)⇤ = b⇤a⇤

kak2 = ka⇤ak = ka⇤k2

(ab)c = a(bc) = abc

a = a⇤

hai! = !(a) !(a⇤) = !(a) !(aa⇤) � 0 !(1) = 1

AC

AC ⇢ B(HC)

EC
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Reconsider this, starting from real algebras
Observables (operators): elements of a real algebra              ,

1. addition law (non trivial) 

2. associative product

associativity is clearly related to causality (causal ordering when 
combining  «operations» represented by «observables»)

3.  real involution
this involution represents causal symmetry (causal description by a 

and anti-causal description by a* of the system are equivalent)

4. physical observables (invariant under causal symmetry)

c = �a+ µb

(ab)⇤ = b⇤a⇤

(ab)c = a(bc) = abc

a = a⇤

a 2 AR

(�a)⇤ = �a⇤
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Real algebras, continued
States: positive symmetric linear forms on
                              expectation value

symmetry: no observable distinguishes causal from 
anti-causal description
positivity (or rather                   when             )
normalisation of probabilities

Norm and real C*-algebra structure follow! define

This makes      a real C*-algebra (assuming closure) 

a = a⇤

AR
hai! = !(a)

!(aa⇤) � 0
!(1) = 1

!(a2) � 0

!(a⇤) = !(a)

kak2 = sup
!2ER

!(a⇤a)

AR

kabk  kak kbkka+ bk  kak+ kbk

kak2 = ka⇤ak = ka⇤k2

1+ aa⇤ invertible
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GNS theorems for real C*-algebras
Abstract real C*-algebras are similar to complex ones. 
See e.g. K. R. Goodearl, Notes on real and complex C*-algebras.
Shiva Mathematics Series. Shiva Publishing Ltd., 1982.

Finite dimensional case

Algebraic problem.  Artin-Wedderburn theorem implies that        is (a 
direct product of...) matrix algebras over the reals, the complex or the 
quaternions

Infinite dimensional case
Analysis also involved, but similar conclusion: the algebra of observables 
is a closed subalgebra of the algebra of operators over some real 
Hilbert space

AR

Mn(R) Mn(C) Mn(H)

AR ⇢ B(HR)
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Why     , not      ? 
This is an old question! ... , Stueckelberg circa 1960 , ...
Standard argument, because it works!
More refined argument, because of locality and separability.
One wants to be able to construct all the physical observables of a 
system out of those of its (causally) independent subparts (..., Araki 
1980,  Wooters 1990,...)

This is possible only for complex algebras, since:
Complex case:

Real case 

C R

A B

A+B

(nm)2 = n2m2

(nm)(nm+ 1)

2
6= n(n+ 1)

2

m(m+ 1)

2
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A word about reversibility in quantum logic
A world in mathematics, logic and computer sciences,  I am not very 
familiar with...  
Basics idea goes back to von Neumann and Birkhoff.
Projectors corresponds to «quantum propositions» on quantum 
systems (YES-NO measurements similar to TRUE-FALSE propositions).
But they do not generate a Boolean algebra (distributivity fails).
Which axioms should they satisfy? Can they be only represented as the  
projectors of some complex C*-algebra?

Starting point: the propositions must form an orthocomplemented 
lattice. Plus some additional axioms (orthomodularity, etc..) that I won’t 
discuss.
POSET structure: 
Order relation (a IMPLIES b)
with standard logical relations:               and           then
                                                           and           then

a � b
a � b b � a b = a

b � c a � ca � b
a � a
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Continued
Complete lattice
Cunjunction (AND)         
Meet (OR) 
with a largest and a smallest element              

Orthocomplement (NOT)
its crucial property is: if              then 

In a causal framework, this is equivalent to reversibility:
If            is taken to mean: if a is found true, then b will be found true, 

then it means also: if b is found false, then a was found false,

while                 mean: if b is found false, then a will be found false.
The two propositions are equivalent only if the causal structure 
represented by the order relation is symmetric (causal symmetry)!
The orthocompletation is crucial for defining later on a «conjugation» 
and an orthogonal product on a division ring K in the «geometrization» 
of the lattice of propositions (first step towards Hilbert spaces...).

a � b

a _ b
a ^ b

I Ø

¬a
a � b ¬b � ¬a

¬b � ¬a
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Conclusions and some questions.
Reversibility lays at the very foundational level of QM (of course this 
was known in practice since long).
I have not talked about Time... just Causality.
Time as we know it (classically) is known to be there:
• in relativistic QFT (representation of the Poincaré group, lattice of 
subalgebras associated to domains in space time, etc.);

• at a mathematical level in von Neumann algebras through the Tomita-
Takesaki theory.

But these kind of discussions should still make sense in the quantum 
gravity context.

However:
•  locality is not really meaningful;
•  is separability meaningfull? My impression is that in the Holographic 

scenarios, there is a separation by some «holographic screeen» 
between a classical space-time region and a quantum one. Must it be 
general?

• and what about causality?
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Thank you for your attention!

and my apologies if you find:

these considerations too simple and not original enough...

and these questions too naïve...
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